Abstract-It has been postulated that six colocated orthogonally polarized electrical and magnetic dipoles can offer up to six degrees of freedom (DOFs) in a multipath scattering environment. In other words, a sixfold increase in channel capacity can be achieved in the context of multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) systems. However, due to the complexity in designing and measuring such a six-port antenna, to our knowledge, no experimental verification has yet been successfully performed. In this paper, the six DOFs hypothesis is experimentally verified at 77 MHz. The experiment involves the design and fabrication of two six-port arrays. In particular, one array is made compact with colocated antenna elements enclosed in a small cubic volume of . Using the two arrays, MIMO channel measurements are performed in an RF shielded laboratory in order to measure a multipath scattering environment. Analysis on eigenvalues of the measured channel shows that six DOFs are attained due to the orthogonality in radiation patterns of the two arrays.
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I. INTRODUCTION

M
ULTIPLE-INPUT-MULTIPLE-OUTPUT
(MIMO) systems employing multiple antenna elements at both the transmit (TX) and receive (RX) ends offer the potential to linearly increase capacity with an increase in the number of antennas [1] . Conventional MIMO systems make use of antenna arrays with spatially separated elements, and they perform best when the spatial correlation among the signals on different antenna branches is low, which typically requires the antenna elements to be separated by one half of a wavelength . On the other hand, low signal correlation can also be obtained by utilizing polarization diversity [2] . The use of two polarization states of plane waves has been known to introduce two degrees of freedom (DOFs) in a wireless communication channel. However, an additional threefold increase in channel capacity is shown in [3] by the use of six distinguishable electric and magnetic field components. Colocated, orthogonally polarized electric and magnetic dipoles are postulated to achieve six DOFs. Nevertheless, the experimental study in [3] demonstrates only three DOFs by means of tripolarized half-wave sleeve dipoles, rather than the postulated sixfold capacity increase. This work has sparked further investigations on the number of DOFs that is theoretically available in wireless channels [4] - [7] .
The analytical study in [8] shows that the array of colocated, orthogonally polarized, ideal electric and magnetic dipoles are capable of achieving the ultimate six communication modes in a channel model with uniform three-dimensional (3-D) angular power spectrum (APS). Six DOFs are achieved by means of polarization and angle diversities obtained from the orthogonal radiation patterns of these electromagnetic energy density sensors [9] . Moreover, the study also suggests the use of half-wave dipoles and full-wave loops fails to attain this orthogonality. On the other hand, a MIMO cube antenna of 12 dipoles is proposed in [10] . For a very compact cube with side length of , six eigenchannels are theoretically obtained in a scattering environment with wide angular spreads at both the TX and RX ends. However, the first results are obtained by assuming no mutual coupling among the antennas. The further study in [11] reveals that mutual coupling causes significant degradations in the DOF performance of the cube, such that the side length of the cube needs to be at least in order to obtain six DOFs. This observation sheds some light on the impact of mutual coupling in realizing physically compact arrays that can effectively offer six DOFs. Table I summarizes recent works on the practical design of compact antenna arrays with good DOF potential. To the best of the authors' knowledge, it remains challenging to design and measure a compact six-port antenna array that achieves six DOFs. In [21] - [23] , conceptual six-port antenna prototypes are proposed analytically. Additionally, other multiport arrays with more practical antennas elements are also suggested. In [18] , a six-port cube antenna of size is designed by combining tripolarized planar inverted-F antennas (PIFAs) and slots. A six-port dielectric resonator antenna (DRA) array is reported in [19] , where two compact DRA elements of size are placed on a larger ground plane with a separation distance of . Nevertheless, these arrays require a certain spatial volume such that space, polarization, and angle diversities are exploited simultaneously. No experiment has been performed successfully to verify the six DOFs hypothesis using the colocated arrays as proposed in [3] .
In this paper, two six-port antenna arrays are designed and fabricated in order to investigate the number of DOFs in measured MIMO channels. In particular, the RX array is made compact in order to colocate the antenna elements and to constrain the space diversity such that the obtained DOFs may be attributed to polarization and angle diversities. The TX array is 0018-926X/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE significantly larger and designed for reference purpose. The antenna elements of both prototypes offer the desired characteristics of the fundamental electric and magnetic dipoles. In order to simplify the construction of the multiport array structures, as well as to utilize our MIMO channel sounding equipment, a relatively low operation frequency of 377 MHz is considered. Section II presents the arrays' design and characteristics. In Section III, 6 6 MIMO channel measurements using the two fabricated arrays are described. Analysis on eigenvalues of the measured channel matrices is performed in Section IV to investigate whether the compact six-port RX array can support six DOFs in the given setup. Section V concludes the paper.
II. SIX-PORT ARRAYS
A. Reference TX Array 1) Array Design: The reference TX antenna array is designed by means of half-wave dipoles and Alford loops [14] . Fig. 1(a) shows a picture of the prototype. In Fig. 2(a) , the design principle of the Alford loop is illustrated. A double-sided printed circuit board (PCB) with a 1.55-mm-thick FR4 substrate is used for printing the loop antenna. In order to reduce dielectric losses, we remove the parts of the substrate that have no copper strip on either side. Fig. 2 (a) also shows that the current is continuous along the circumference of the square loop formed by the two layers, whereas it is canceled on the diagonal part. In this way, the desired magnetic dipole characteristics are obtained. The resonant frequency is determined by the side length , and the impedance matching of the antenna can be achieved by tuning the widths and . Design parameters as obtained from simulations in CST [24] are mm, mm, and mm, for the center frequency of 377 MHz. Three Alford loops (Ports 4-6) are placed perpendicularly to one another as tripolarized magnetic dipoles, which complement the three electric dipoles (Ports 1-3). Each of the six antennas is equipped with a quarter-wave balun to mitigate cable influence. The TX array can be enclosed in a cubic volume of .
2) Array Characteristics:
The measured scattering ( ) parameters of the TX array are given in Fig. 3 . The reflection coefficients show that the array bandwidth is limited by the loops to about 13.6 MHz at the 6-dB level. Good isolation of more than 20 dB can be achieved between all pairs of antenna ports. In particular, the coaxial antenna pairs of electric and magnetic dipoles exhibit very low mutual coupling around the resonant frequency, as can be observed from , and in Fig. 3(b) . The -parameters that are not shown exhibit similar behavior due to the symmetrical structure of the array. When measuring the TX array in a SATIMO Stargate 64 chamber [25] , a coaxial cable is connected to the port being measured, with the other five ports terminated in 50 loads. The average total efficiency is 88.4% ( 0.5 dB) and 60.9% ( 2.1 dB) for the electric and magnetic dipoles, respectively. Note that this antenna efficiency imbalance can lead to performance degradation as to be discussed in Section IV.
The measured gain patterns of the TX array for the -and -polarized components are illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. The coordinate system of the measurement is given in Fig. 1(a) . The patterns shown are normalized, such that the peak total gain is 0 dB. It can be seen that the patterns of the -and -polarized components interchange with each other between the electric and magnetic dipoles, from which good polarization diversity is attained. Additionally, angle diversity is also achieved since the antenna elements cover the whole sphere at distinct angular regions for a given polarization. One simple approach to characterize the DOF potential of a multiport array is to calculate the correlation between all pairs of antenna radiation patterns. At the center frequency, assuming an isotropic environment with uniform 3-D APS, the correlation is found to be less than 0.13.
B. Compact RX Array 1) Array Design:
In the RX array, smaller antennas are desired in order to colocate the antenna elements. After studying dipoles with different lengths, a compromise is made between performance and size. Quarter-wave dipoles with the length of 200 mm can be matched to 50 using a simple L-network. For the magnetic dipoles, electrically small planar split ring resonator (SRR) antennas [26] are considered. Fig. 2(b) illustrates the design principle of the planar SRR antenna. Two circular loop wires with opposite openings are coupled, fed by the inner circular dipole. The resonant frequency is mainly determined by the radius . The impedance matching can be achieved by tuning the openings , and . Single-sided PCB with a 1.55-mm-thick FR4 substrate is used for the prototype. The width of the wires and the gaps between them are 2 mm. Using CST, mm, mm, and mm are obtained for the center frequency of 377 MHz. Fig. 1(b) shows the compact RX array. Three quarter-wave dipoles (Ports 1-3) are placed perpendicularly to one another and are essentially colocated at the center of the array structure. Three complementary magnetic dipoles (Ports 4-6) realized with the planar SRR antennas are also perpendicular to one another and are placed near one end of the quarter-wave dipoles in order to avoid strong mutual coupling. Consequently, the magnetic dipoles are about away from the array center. The maximum dimension of the array is determined by the quarterwave dipoles, whose length can be reduced slightly in the presence of the SRR antennas, due to their proximity to the substrate material. As a result, the RX array can be enclosed in a small cubic volume of . The compactness of the RX array is a substantial improvement in comparison to the existing compact arrays listed in Table I .
2) Array Characteristics: The measured -parameters are shown in Fig. 6 . Due to the use of electrically compact antennas, special attention is paid to the connecting RF coaxial cables. For this purpose, coaxial cables integrated with wideband RF ferrite beads are used to minimize their influence on the antennas. The magnetic dipoles realized by the SRR antennas exhibit a much smaller bandwidth (8 MHz at the 6-dB level) relative to that of the electric dipoles. Due to the compactness, the isolation is slightly worse than the case of the TX array, especially between the loops. Nevertheless, a minimum isolation of 17 dB can still be achieved. It is noted that the design parameters as obtained from simulation are retuned for the fabricated prototypes in order to maintain the center frequency of 377 MHz. As a result, mm, mm, and mm for the prototypes.
For the radiation pattern measurements, a radio-over-fiber (ROF) system (see Fig. 7 ) is connected to the antenna under test, whereas the other five ports are terminated in 50-loads. The ROF system is custom-developed to replace the RF cable for feeding the antenna, similar to that used in [27] . It consists of a laser diode (LD) module and a photo diode (PD) module. In passive measurements, the LD module is connected to the receiving antenna under test, and it modulates the received RF signal into an optical signal. The PD module, connected to the LD module via an optical fiber, detects the RF signal from the optical signal and transfers it to the measurement equipment. The average total efficiency of the RX array is approximately 25% ( 6.0 dB) for both the electric and magnetic dipoles. The relatively low efficiency can be explained by the use of lossy lumped elements in matching the quarter-wave dipoles and the use of lossy FR4 substrate in making the SRR antennas. The measured gain patterns of the RX array in Figs. 8 and 9 are shown similar to those of the TX array, where good polarization and angle diversities can be observed.
The correlation between all pairs of the RX antenna radiation patterns is found to be less than 0.32, which is higher than that of the TX array. This is due to the compactness of the RX array. In practice, a complex correlation of below 0.7 in magnitude, or equivalently, an envelope correlation of below 0.5 is generally considered low enough to ensure good diversity gain and hence good DOF potential [9] . Nevertheless, an analysis on directly measured MIMO channels provides a more concise indication of the number of available DOFs. Table II summarizes the characteristics of the two arrays.
III. CHANNEL MEASUREMENT CAMPAIGN
In order to experimentally verify the number of DOFs in a real propagation channel, a MIMO channel measurement campaign was conducted in an RF shielded laboratory (see Fig. 10 ). This is because the propagation environment inside the lab is inherently of rich multipath scattering due to its inner metallic walls/ceiling/floor and the presence of lab equipment and office furniture at the time of the measurement (not all shown in Fig. 10 ). The dimensions of the lab are 5.40 (length) 4.69 (width) 2.51 m (height). It is noted here that one limitation of the experiment is that the measured environment is not very large with respect to the wavelength at 377 MHz m). Therefore, the far-field condition is not ensured in the measurement setup, which means that the achieved results may not necessarily apply to typical indoor wireless systems such as IEEE 802.11 standards that operate at 2.4/5 GHz. In order to avoid any dominant propagation path, a big metal plate was used to block the line-of-sight (LOS) between the TX and RX arrays (shown in Fig. 10 for one RX position). Each antenna array was mounted on top of a trolley at a height of 0.8 m. Electrically neutral Rohacell foam units were used to support the array structures on the trolleys. Fig. 11 shows the RX part of the measurement setup. During the measurements, the two trolleys were stationed at different measurement locations inside the lab, as labeled in Fig. 10 . In total, two RX positions together with 12 TX positions were measured in order to obtain good fading statistics. Adjacent TX measurement positions were 0.5 m (i.e., more than apart from each other. In addition, four different orientations of 90 angular separation were utilized at each TX/RX position, which resulted in a total of 384 (2 4 12 4) unique measurement runs.
The 6 6 channel transfer functions between the TX/RX antennas were measured using the Medav RUSK Lund wideband channel sounder, enabled by fast RF switching. The channel sounder, which performs MIMO channel measurements based on the "switched array" principle [28] , was stationed outside the lab. As shown in Fig. 11 , the ROF systems were used for connecting each port of the compact RX array to the 6-to-1 switch. The measurements were performed using 65 subcarrier signals over a 20-MHz bandwidth centered at 377 MHz. However, only the measured data over the center 6-MHz bandwidth were used for this study due to the limited bandwidth of the RX array, as can be seen in Fig. 6(a) . This corresponds to 21 samples that are used as narrowband frequency channel realizations. A block of 400 consecutive snapshots was obtained for each measurement run (of a given TX/RX array position/orientation). To ensure that we actually measured the channel, rather than only the noise, the impulse responses were visually checked throughout the measurement campaign. The measured snapshots are used in post-processing to estimate the noise variance [19] . The mean of all snapshots is taken as the measured channel for the given TX/RX array position/orientation. This is to enhance signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) of the measurement. As a result, the achieved post processing SNR is on average 30 dB.
IV. NUMBER OF DOFS
It is known that the MIMO channel can be decomposed into a subset of eigenchannels. With equal TX power allocation, the MIMO channel capacity is expressed as the sum of the capacities of all the eigenchannels [29] , i.e., (1) where are the positive eigenvalues of with the rank of denoted by denotes the SNR. In turn, the effective power gain of each eigenchannel is determined by . In order to compare the measured eigenvalues to those of independent and identically distributed (IID) Rayleigh MIMO channels , the measured channels are normalized according to Method 1-Normalized received SNR in [19] . For the individual measurement run taken at a given TX/RX array position/orientation, the measured channel matrices are normalized over the frequency samples (or narrowband channel realizations) against a constant power term. In this way, the large-scale fading among the 384 independent measurement runs is neglected. Meanwhile, the small-scale fading of the narrowband channel realizations of each measurement, as well as the gain imbalance among the channel branches, is preserved. The normalized channel matrices can then be used as data samples for obtaining relevant statistics of the results.
In Fig. 12(a) , the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of the eigenvalues can be seen to closely follow those of the 6 6 IID Rayleigh channels. In order to quantify the number of eigenchannels that can be exploited for spatial multiplexing, the concept of effective DOF (EDOF) [30] is employed. The EDOF performance is illustrated in Fig. 12(b) . With high enough SNR, six DOFs are clearly attained in the measured channels. Furthermore, the average effective power gain of each eigenchannel is shown in Fig. 12(c) . The evaluation is performed with 20 dB SNR. This is 10 dB lower than the measurement SNR to ensure better accuracy and avoid overestimating the performance. With the simple equal TX power allocation, even the weakest eigenchannel can achieve a positive effective power gain, and the effective power gains of the measured and IID channels differ by at most 1 dB.
The small degradation can be caused by either insufficient richness of the multipath propagation or imperfect MIMO antennas. As pointed out earlier, the measured non-LOS scenario inside the RF shielded lab is expected to be rich in multipath scattering. This is confirmed by the Rayleigh distributed measured channel envelopes. In particular, a Rician distribution with a negligibly small -factor of 0.87 is obtained. On the other hand, it is evident from the measured array characteristics in Table II that the TX and RX arrays are imperfect. The correlation and efficiency imbalance between the antennas is known to result in performance degradation in the context of multiplexing efficiency [31] . To quantify their impacts on the DOF of a rich multipath (i.e., IID Rayleigh) channel, we employ the Kronecker model [29] as defined by , where and denote the correlation matrix of the RX and TX arrays, respectively. It is known that the Kronecker model will fail to predict the performance of a channel when there exists strong correlation between the respective local APS at the TX and RX ends [32] . However, the measured rich scattering environment is expected to facilitate separable APSs.
According to [31] , the correlation matrix (i.e., or can fully characterize the correlation and efficiency imbalance among the antennas. It can be expressed as , where is a diagonal matrix whose th entry denotes the total efficiency of the th antenna.
is a normalized correlation matrix whose th entry represents the correlation coefficient between the th and th antennas. In this way, is obtained by modifying according to the measured correlation and efficiency imbalance among the array elements at the RX and TX ends, respectively. In Fig. 12(a)-(c) , the eigenvalues obtained from are observed to be practically identical to those of the measured channels.
Therefore, the Kronecker model that assumes separable TX/RX APSs is confirmed to be valid in this scenario. This observation also reveals that the small performance degradation obtained from the measurements can be mainly attributed to practical constraints in achieving perfect six-port antenna arrays. Despite the use of the compact RX array with colocated antennas, the results clearly show that six eigenchannels are attained, and they closely resemble those offered by the IID Rayleigh channels.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have conducted an experiment using two six-port antenna arrays that are designed by means of tripolarized antenna pairs of electric and magnetic dipoles. Experimental results of the MIMO channel measurements performed in an RF shielded laboratory verify that six eigenchannels are attained. In particular, one array (RX) is made compact with all antenna elements enclosed in a small cubic volume of . The three electric dipoles are colocated at the center of the array, whereas the magnetic dipoles are placed at about from the array center. The achieved compactness is a substantial improvement in comparison to existing implemented designs in the literature. In fact, the achieved size approaches the analytical limit obtained from [11] , where the MIMO cube needs to be as large as in order to obtain six DOFs if mutual coupling is taken into account.
Apart from the reported non-LOS (NLOS) scenario, measurements have also been performed without the metal plate that blocks the LOS path. This is interesting because only two DOFs are theoretically available in the presence of a strong LOS component. However, as low Rician -factors are still obtained, the scattering components are as significant as the LOS component inside the RF shielded lab. In addition, we verified that space diversity does not contribute significantly to the achieved DOFs in the compact array. This is done by examining the DOF performance of as synthesized from the measured array patterns and a simulated Gaussian APS with narrow angular spread at the RX end, assuming ideal conditions at the TX end ). For the compact RX array, two effective DOFs are achieved in this scenario, whereas large arrays (such as the TX array in this paper) readily offer higher effective DOFs due to space diversity.
